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Chapter 10

Explaining the antipassive-causative 
syncretism in Mocoví (Guaycuruan)

Cristian Juárez and Albert Alvarez Gonzalez
The University of Texas at Austin / Universidad de Sonora

Among the polyfunctional valency markers, an antipassive-causative marker is 
a rather typologically unusual grammatical feature. This paper tries to explain 
the antipassive-causative syncretism in Mocoví, a Guaycuruan language spoken 
in northeastern Argentina, by examining the synchronic functions and the di-
achronic formation of the valency modifier -aɢan. We propose that both -aɢan 
antipassive and causative concentrate on the subject activity and involve the 
backgrounding of a core argument. These two functions, which are traceable to 
the formation of -aɢan from the state/change-of-state nominalizer -aɢa and the 
transitive verbalizer -n, work in tandem with the syntactic constraint of having 
only two core arguments per derived and non-derived transitive clauses, which 
crucially allows for the -aɢan reanalysis from causative to antipassive.

Keywords: syncretism, antipassive, causative, origin, evolution, Mocoví

1. Introduction

Mocoví, a Guaycuruan language spoken in northeastern Argentina, exhibits a theo-
retically and typologically relevant antipassive-causative syncretism encoded by the 
valency modifier -aɢan. This functionally and typologically oriented paper aims to 
explain such a cross-linguistically unusual syncretism by examining the synchronic 
functions and the diachronic formation of this valency modifier.1,2

1. The division of labour between the authors was as follows. The data from Mocoví were 
collected by Cristian Juárez in 2011–2018. Both authors equally participated in the analysis and 
typological interpretation of the data and writing of the text. This division of labour explains why 
the order of authors is non-alphabetical.

2. We are grateful to several Mocoví native speakers from Colonia Aborigen, specially Ramón 
Tomás, Daniel Ventura, Héctor José, Nieves José, Nanci and Lidia Olivas. A special thanks goes to 
Zarina Estrada Fernández, Spike Gildea and Denis Creissels for their comments on preliminary 
versions of this paper. We would also like to thank two anonymous reviewers and the editors of 
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We first argue that the antipassive and causative functions of -aɢan are con-
nected by the shared semantic properties and the syntactic constraint on the num-
ber of core arguments per derived and non-derived transitive clauses, i.e. the NP 
density control (Song 1991, 1996). The valency modifier highlights the predicate 
activity by focusing on the subject argument that performs this activity and implies 
a backgrounding process with regards to the base construction. The NP density 
control constraint does not allow morphological causatives to be formed from a 
transitive base construction; thus transitive predicates first need to be intransitiv-
ized by -aɢan in order to be -aɢan causativized.

We propose then that the two opposite valency-changing functions of -aɢan 
actually reflect the function and origin of its components. In this paper, we show 
that -aɢan results from the combination of the state/change-of-state nominalizer 
-aɢa and the verbalizer -n. The categorical change from verb to noun removes the 
verb argument structure, and -n verbalization gives the previously nominalized 
predicate a transitive argument structure. The function of -n as a transitive verbal-
izer is due to its verbal origin in an activity verb like ‘make’; this reconstruction is 
strongly supported by Guaycuruan comparative data and reconstruction works on 
Proto-Guaycurú. Once the sequence -aɢa ‘nmlz’ + -n ‘vblz’ was reanalyzed as a 
single unit, it began to function as a causative marker for derived and non-derived 
intransitive predicates. Then, -aɢan was reanalyzed as an antipassive marker for 
derived and non-derived transitive predicates. This syncretism was favored by the 
semantic motivations that causative and antipassive share and by the structural 
constraint on creating morphological causatives from transitive verbs. This expla-
nation of the formation and evolution of Mocoví -aɢan is consistent with that of 
valency-changing markers in other unrelated languages and expands our knowl-
edge on the possible sources of antipassive and causative markers.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides background infor-
mation on Mocoví and the Guaycuruan language family, as well as on the main 
morphosyntactic properties of nominal and verbal phrases, and transitivity issues. 
Section 3 examines the synchronic functions of -aɢan as an antipassive and a 
causative marker. The formation of the valency marker and the possible evolution 
that gave rise to the antipassive-causative syncretism are discussed in Section 4. 
Section 5 presents some cross-linguistic data from languages in which antipassive 
and causative markers are argued to have originated from a similar derivational 
process to what is proposed for Mocoví. The main outcomes of this study and fur-
ther research questions are provided in Section 6.

this volume for their valuable comments. We would lastly like to thank the Universidad de Sonora 
(UNISON) and The University of Texas at Austin for having sponsored the research leading to 
this paper. Any remaining errors are our own responsibility.
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2. Linguistic family and typological profile of Mocoví

2.1 Guaycuruan family and Mocoví data

Mocoví belongs to the Guaycuruan language family. In addition to Mocoví, this 
family includes five other languages: †Mbayá, Kadiwéu, †Abipón, Toba and Pilagá. 
According to Fabre (2006), Guaycuruan languages are grouped into two different 
branches, i.e. Northern and Southern Guaycurú. The Northern Guaycurú branch 
includes Kadiwéu and the extinct language †Mbayá, which are from the Southern 
Brasil area. The Southern Guaycurú branch includes Mocoví, Toba, Pilagá and the 
extinct language †Abipón, from the northeastern Argentina area. Mocoví is spoken 
in the Argentinian provinces of Santa Fe and Chaco. Most of the Mocoví data in this 
paper come from Colonia Aborigen Mocoví, spoken in the northernmost Mocoví 
community of Chaco.

Mocoví data in this paper include both elicited and naturally occurring sen-
tences, which were collected during fieldwork in Colonia Aborigen from 2011 to 
2018. This material is complemented, as needed, with data from previous descrip-
tions of the language (e.g. Buckwalter 1995; Grondona 1998; Gualdieri 1998; Carrió 
2009, 2015a,b). We also consider data from other Guaycuruan languages, drawing 
on the published and unpublished work currently available. References are given 
as necessary.

2.2 Nominal and verbal phrases

The following subsections set out the morphosyntactic properties that will be rel-
evant for understanding the nominal and verbal phrases in Mocoví. We first deal 
with the encoding of nominal phrases. We then address the encoding of core argu-
ments, as well as the morphological properties associated with predicate transitivity.

2.2.1 Nouns and nominal phrases
In Mocoví, as well as in the other Guaycuruan languages, nouns and nominal 
phrases are commonly defined by two complementary morphosyntactic proper-
ties. First, nouns are preceded by determiners,3 and second, bound person forms 
encode the possessor of the possessed noun, as in (1).

(1) a. so l-qeʔla so pyoq
   det 3poss.i-ear det dog

   ‘the dog’s ear’

3. Determiners are ka ‘absent, non-visible’, na ‘present, coming’, so ‘present, going’, ɾa ‘present, 
standing (vertically extended), ñi ‘present, sitting (non-extended), ǰi ‘present, lying (horizontally 
extended)’ (see Grondona 1998 and Gualdieri 1998 for further details).
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The presence of a determiner before a noun is not an obligatory property to define 
a nominal phrase since determiners are omitted under certain circumstances. In 
elicitation, for instance, nouns can be uttered without any determiner, which does 
not lead to ungrammaticality. Also, referential properties of nouns seem to trig-
ger determiner omission. For instance, the omission of determiners in antipassive 
clauses implies nominal indefiniteness (see Section 3.1).

As mentioned above, another distinctive morphological property of Mocoví 
nominals and nominal-like units is the possessor marking. There are two different 
bound form paradigms, Set I and Set II, which encode the possessor’s person and 
number in the possessed noun (see Table 1). According to Gualdieri (1998: 132) 
and Grondona (1998: 65–66), these two sets roughly divide inalienable and alien-
able possession, based primarily on the obligatory vs. optional possession expres-
sion. In obligatorily possessed nouns, the possessor is expressed with a Set I form, 
while in optionally possessed nouns a Set II form is used. The semantic distinction 
between obligatorily and optionally possessed nouns also serves to differentiate 
types of possessive relationships, but not in a discrete way. For example, body parts, 
kinship, and some man-made object nouns mostly occur with Set I, but a reduced 
number of the same class of nouns also occurs with Set II. The Set II forms, moreo-
ver, apply to nouns that are undoubtedly part of the alienable domain, for example, 
nature elements (e.g. ‘stick’), which can be both possessed or unpossessed.

Table 1. Mocoví possessor bound forms4

Set I Set  II

1SG i- ñ-

2SG qad-…-iɾ ɾ-…-iɾ n-…-iɾ

3SG l- n-

1PL qod- qaɾ- qan-

2PL qad-…-i ~i� ɾ-…-i n-…-i

3PL l-…-ɾ n- …-ɾ

INDEFINITE n-

4. The motivation for the split in possession marking of Set I is not yet clear and deserves fur-
ther exploration; however this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is referred to 
Gualdieri (1998: 144) where she briefly states a working hypothesis on this issue.
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Examples of the possession marking for each set of bound forms are given below 
in (2) and (3).

 (2) Set I  (‘Inalienable’)
   a. i-taʔa
   1poss.i-father

   ‘my father’
   b. l-taʔa
   3poss.i-father

   ‘his/her father’

 (3) Set II  (‘Alienable’)
   a. qopaɢ
   tree/stick

   ‘stick, tree’
   b. ñ-qopaɢ
   1poss.ii-tree/stick

   ‘my wood’

A relevant distinction to this work in the possessor marking is the contrast between 
l- and n- within Set I for 3rd person referents. The use of each of these possessor 
markers impacts on the referentiality of the possessor, as shown in (4). A refer-
ential 3rd person singular possessor is encoded with l-, as in (4a, 4c, 4e), but a 
non-referential, less definite possessor is encoded by the prefix n-, as in (4b, 4d, 4f).

 (4) Definite vs. non-definite possessor expression from Set I
   a. l-woɾ
   3poss.i-family

   ‘his/her family’
   b. n-woɾ
   ind.poss.i-family

   ‘someone’s family’/ ‘relative’
   c. l-yaːle-Ø
   3poss.i-descendant-f

   ‘his/her daughter’
   d. n-yaːle-Ø
   ind.poss.i-descendant-f

   ‘someone’s daughter’
   e. l-pelad
   3poss.i-shoe

   ‘his/her shoe’
   f. n-pelad
   ind.poss.i-shoe

   ‘someone’s shoe’ / ‘shoe’ (adapted from Gualdieri 1998: 138–139)
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The possessor marking distinctions presented above will be relevant later when we 
show in Section 4.1 the extent to which nominalization affects the subject expres-
sion of intransitive predicates.

2.2.2 Transitivity and core arguments
This sub-section introduces the main evidence to recognize core arguments and 
predicates according to their transitivity. These points will be relevant to assess to 
what extent valency changes are reflected morphosyntactically.

Transitivity is understood here as a scalar and multifactorial notion related to 
semantic (i.e. semantic valency, the number of participants involved in the situation 
denoted by the verb) and morphosyntactic (i.e. syntactic valency, the number of 
arguments of the verb) properties of clauses. Of these two properties, scholars often 
argue that the semantic valency is the most basic and relevant property for individ-
ual language description and comparative purposes (Hopper & Thompson 1980; 
Kittïla 2002; Næss 2007). Semantically, a highly transitive predicate requires two 
different participants in an asymmetric relation, commonly an agent and a patient. 
Such participants are argued to be inherent to the verb’s semantics, which means 
that they cannot be omitted without any change to the grammaticality of the verb’s 
use (see Song 2015). Based on this definition, we can differentiate between core par-
ticipants – those inherently required by the situation denoted by the verb, e.g. agent 
and patient – and peripheral participants, those that can be optionally included in 
the event, providing some background information, e.g. location, instrument, time. 
Semantic transitivity may have a direct correlation with the syntactic transitivity, 
but not necessarily. That is, it might be that all core semantic participants are also 
syntactically obligatory. Building on this syntactic correlation, core and oblique 
arguments can be further distinguished.

As Thompson (1997: 61) points out, languages differ in the extent to which 
they distinguish core arguments. In Mocoví, this distinction is made by the com-
bination of verbal semantics and morphosyntax. For example, a single argument 
predicate (S), like in (5), obligatorily indexes that argument in the verb by a bound 
person form, e.g. ɾ-.5 Nominal phrases and independent pronouns are optional and 
help determine the referentiality and other language-specific features of the argu-
ment (e.g. presence, absence, movement and position). The independent pronoun 
ɾamaɢaɾe in (5), for instance, indicates that the third person argument is standing 
(see Gualdieri 1998: 174–191 and Grondona 1998: 79–86 for a detailed explanation 
of the independent pronoun formation).

5. The notion of ‘bound person form’ is taken from Haspelmath (2013).
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 (5) Intransitive clause6

   ɾa-maɢaɾe ɾ-tʃiqo-tak
  det-maɢaɾe 6 3intr.i-get/be.sad-prog

  ‘He is getting sad.’

A two-argument predicate with one agent-like (A) and one patient-like (P) argu-
ment can be identified in Mocoví by the combination of bound person forms and 
independent pronouns.7 For example, in (6) the A argument is indexed in the verb 
by s- and the P argument qamiɾ is obligatorily placed before the verb.

 (6) Transitive clause
   qamiɾ s-tʃaɢ
  2sg 1.ii-cut

  ‘I cut you.’

The general pattern then is that only one core argument is indexed by a bound per-
son form in the verb, mainly the S and A arguments, i.e. the subject, (but there are 
some exceptions, see Juárez 2013). Like many head-marking languages (see Mithun 
2003, 2005; Haspelmath 2013), bound person forms are the main expression of 
those core arguments in Mocoví. Their associated co-referential independent nom-
inal or pronominal phrases are optionally used for referentiality purposes other 
than person, number and grammatical function. The P argument of a transitive 
predicate, on the other hand, is encoded by an independent pronoun or a nominal 
phrase. Its syntactic position depends on the grammatical person: P arguments 
of 1st or 2nd person precede the verb, and P arguments of 3rd person usually 
follow the verb as the unmarked word order. In natural speech, though, the 3rd 
person P argument can be left unexpressed, which does not lead to ambiguity on 
the grammatical person of that argument. The different positions occupied by P 
arguments of speech-act participants vs. non-speech-act participants resolve any 
potential ambiguity.

2.2.3 Bound person forms and transitivity
As mentioned in the previous section, in Mocoví, subject is indexed by bound per-
son forms on the verb. The language has three bound person form paradigms, Set 
I, Set II and Set III, which express the grammatical person and number of subjects. 
These bound person forms are lexically and grammatically selected, which creates 
a complex system in which the selection of each bound person form is built on a 

6. The combination of both elements denotes a third person participant. -maɢaɾe does not occur 
by itself but combines with different determiners.

7. We follow Comrie (1981: 111) in taking S, A and P as “syntactic terms, whose prototypes are 
defined in semantic terms”.
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case-by-case basis. An illustration of both properties playing a role in the subject 
encoding is given by the selection of ɾ- and i- for 3rd person subject referents (see 
Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Importantly, bound person forms are also formal means to 
differentiate the valency of predicates. Here we will only describe Set I and II be-
cause they are the most relevant for the discussion in this paper. The Set I bound 
person form paradigm is illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Set I bound person form paradigm

  Set I
(Intransitive)

1sg dʒ-
2sg ɾ-…-iɾ
1pl qaɾ-
2pl ɾ-…-iɾ
3rd n-

i-
Ø-
ɾ-

Set I occurs mostly with intransitive predicates, and its distribution is restricted to a 
small semantic class involving a physically or cognitively affected subject argument. 
Examples of predicates following the Set I paradigm are illustrated in (9). Note that 
predicates are similar in encoding the 1st person subject but differ in encoding the 
3rd person subject, i.e. n- (9b), i- (9d), Ø- (9f) and ɾ- (9h).

(9) a. dʒ-esal
   1sg.i-vomit

   ‘I vomit.’
   b. n-esal
   3.i-vomit

   ‘He/She vomits.’
   c. dʒ-iʔloɡol
   1sg.i-tremble

   ‘I tremble.’
   d. i-ʔloɡol
   3.i-tremble

   ‘He/She trembles.’
   e. dʒ-qopat
   1sg.i-be.hungry

   ‘I’m hungry.’
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   f. Ø-qopat
   3.i-be.hungry

   ‘He/She is hungry.’
   g. dʒ-pil
   1sg.i-come.back

   ‘I’m back (here).’
   h. ɾ-pil
   3intr.i-come.back

   ‘He/She is back (here).’

The selection of the third person bound person form is lexically determined; this 
is also true for Set II illustrated below (see Juárez 2013, Chapter 4, for a more 
detailed analysis of the bound person forms in Mocoví). We will see that some of 
these intransitive bound person forms (i-, Ø- and ɾ-) are formally the same as those 
that occur in the Set II paradigm, which shows that the distinction between the 
paradigms is blurred in the 3rd person.

The bound person forms of Set II are illustrated in Table 3. Unlike Set I, the 
Set II paradigm encodes intransitive, transitive and ditransitive subjects. The se-
mantic range of predicates associated with Set II is much larger and more diverse 
than those associated with Set I.

Table 3. Set II bound person form paradigm

  Set II
(Intransitive/Transitive/Ditransitive)

1sg s-  
2sg   -iɾ
1pl s- -ɢ
2pl   -i
3 i- (mostly transitives)

Ø- (intransitive & transitive)
t- (only intransitives)
ɾ- (only intransitives)

The paradigm in Table 3 shows that predicates of different valency take the same 
bound person form to code the 1st and 2nd person subject. Consequently, the 
predicate valency is not indicated by the subject morphology but instead by the 
argument structure of the predicate.
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 (10) Intransitive, Transitive and Ditransitive predicates
   a. s-ya-we
   1.ii-go-dir:out

   ‘I go/went to (there).’
   b. s-tʃaG
   1.ii-cut

   ‘I cut it/him/her.’
   c. qamiɾ s-aːn-em a-so i-am
   2sg 1.ii-give-ben f-det 1poss.i-money

   ‘I gave you my money.’

In contrast, the predicate valency in the 3rd person can be indicated by the subject 
morphology, since the distribution of subject bound pronouns depends partly on 
the predicate valency. This fact suggests then that subject bound person forms are 
also transitivity indicators, which is not an unusual phenomenon across languages 
(see Kibrik 1993). There are two prefixes that exclusively occur with intransitive 
predicates, t- and ɾ-, as shown in (11). These prefixes indicate that the predicates are 
intrinsically intransitive. The prefix t- is restricted to a handful of movement verbs 
while ɾ- occurs with a much semantically heterogenous verb class. Furthermore, 
the prefix ɾ- is the only intransitive prefix used to indicate that a predicate has been 
intransitivized (see Section 3.1 below).

 (11) Intransitive predicates
   a. t-ya-we
   3intr.ii-go-dir:out

   ‘He/She goes to (there).’
   b. ɾ-alola
   3intr.ii-get/be.sick

   ‘He/She is sick.’

The prefix i-, on the other hand, is not so transparent as a transitivity indicator. 
This prefix occurs with a very small number of intransitive predicates, as in (9d) 
above and (12) below, but it occurs much more frequently with transitive predicates. 
Juárez (2013) has observed that i- occurs with the largest number of transitive 
predicates in the language, as in (13), and it is required by predicates that undergo 
a transitivization process (see Section 3.2 below).

 (12) Intransitive
   i-lew
  3.i-die

  ‘He/She died.’
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 (13) Transitives
   a. i-tʃaG
   3.ii-cut

   ‘He/She cut it/him/her.’
   b. i-lawat
   3.ii-kill

   ‘He/She killed it/him/her.’

3. The synchrony of -aɢan

The valency modifier -aɢan can either decrease or increase the verb valency, as 
originally reported by Gualdieri (1998). The valency decreasing is functionally as-
sociated with antipassive clauses. Antipassive clauses refer to intransitivized clauses 
in which the A argument of the transitive construction becomes the S argument, 
whereas the P argument is either encoded as an oblique or omitted (see Janic & 
Witzlack-Makarevich, this volume). The valency increasing is functionally associ-
ated with causative clauses. Causative clauses are understood to be derived con-
structions in which a new argument (the causer) is added to the base construction 
as an A argument and the base construction subject (the causee) is commonly 
reassigned as P or R argument (Dixon 2000: 31).

Although the antipassive-causative syncretism is scarcely attested across lan-
guages, such a syncretism performed by -aɢan is not new for scholars working 
on other Guaycuruan languages and their varieties. For example, the same anti-
passive-causative syncretism is found in other varieties of Toba and Mocoví (e.g. 
Censabella 2005, 2008; Carpio 2012; Carrió 2015a,b; González 2015). Moreover, 
-aɢan cognate forms performing similar functions to causative and antipassive have 
been reported for Guaycuruan languages such as Pilagá and Kadiwéu (Sandalo 
1995; Vidal 2001).8 However, the analysis for the valency modifier -aɢan and its 
cognate forms differ from work to work, and generalizations on its evolution are 
still pending.

8. Vidal (2001: 166) analyzes the cognate form -aʕan as a ‘transitivizer’ in Pilagá. She states that 
such suffix “increase[s] the number of participants for a handful of verbs which otherwise are 
used intransitively”. Sandalo (1995: 115) recognizes that the cognate forms -ɢan: ~ -ɢen and -qen 
derive bivalent verbs from intransitive unergative verbs in Kadiwéu.
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3.1 The -aɢan antipassive

In this section we briefly introduce the basic facts on antipassives in Mocoví. In 
order to not repeat information from a previous publication, the reader is referred 
to Juárez and Álvarez González (2017), where a more detailed examination of an-
tipassives is given.

An instance of the antipassive function of -aɢan is illustrated in (14). The de-
transitivization process involves P deletion accompanied by a change in the sub-
ject bound person form from transitive to intransitive subject indexing, which 
resembles antipassives in ergative indexation languages (see Cooreman 1987, 1994; 
Givón 2001). The subject indexing change reflects that the verb valency has been 
reduced from bivalent to monovalent. Commonly, antipassivized predicates call for 
the 3rd person prefix ɾ-, which is strongly associated with monovalent verb roots 
(see Section 2.2.3 above).

 (14) a. Transitive
     so pyoq i-ta-tak so yale
   det dog 3.ii-sniff-prog det man

   ‘The dog is sniffing the man.’
  b. Antipassive

     so pyoq ɾ-ta-aɢan
   det dog 3intr.ii-sniff-antip

   ‘The dog sniffs.’

There are other instances of antipassives in which the P nominal expression is ac-
cepted but its coding differs from P nominals in typical transitive clauses (compare 
(14a) and (15a) with (15b)). Also, note that there is an aspectual change in the 
predicate that leads to a less transitive event conceptualization, e.g. the inception 
of the cutting event.

 (15) a. Transitive
     so yale i-tʃaɢ-tak so qopaɢ
   det man 3.II-cut-prog det firewood

   ‘The man is cutting the firewood.’
  b. Antipassive

     so yale ɾ-tʃaɢ-aɢan qopaɢ (ke-ǰi l-aɁa)
   det man 3intr.ii-cut-antip firewood obl-det 3poss.i-home

   ‘The man goes to cut firewood (for his house).’

Note that in (15b) the determiner is omitted before the P nominal, which triggers 
a less definite reading of the NP. Mocoví antipassive clauses do not involve action 
completion and entail low patient affectedness. Furthermore, they commonly de-
note habits or customs, functions that have also been attested for antipassive in 
other languages as well (e.g. Zavala 1997).
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3.2 The -aɢan causative

As mentioned above, the valency modifier -aɢan is also used to create causative 
clauses from intransitive predicates. These predicates correspond to activities in 
which a semantically agentive or non-agentive S argument is the subject. Although 
the semantic role of the intransitive subject does change, it is not a relevant variable 
for -aɢan causatives and certainly there is no formal motivation to argue for dif-
ferent types of causatives (e.g. indirect vs. direct causatives (Shibatani & Pardeshi 
2002)). The generalization then is that -aɢan causatives correspond to caused in-
transitive activities.

An example of a causative clause derived from an intransitive clause with an 
agentive subject is given in (16b). The causative clause includes two agentive par-
ticipants as A and P and an overlapped temporal distance between the causing and 
caused events.

(16) a. nogot-okiʔ Ø-lip-tak
   boy-dim.m 3-suck-prog

   ‘The baby is sucking.’  (Gualdieri 1998: 265)
   b. ka n-ateʔe i-lip-aɢan ka l-ya:le-k
   det ind.poss.i-mother 3.ii-suck-caus det 3poss.i-descendant-masc

   ‘The mother suckles her son.’

In (16b) the causativized predicate increases its valency from one to two arguments. 
A new causer participant is added as the A argument, which triggers the former 
S argument (the causee) to be expressed as the P of the derived causative clause. 
Changes in transitivity are also reflected in the subject encoding; the intransitive 
predicate takes Ø- and the causativized predicate calls for i-, the most typical tran-
sitive subject prefix for the 3rd person in Mocoví, as mentioned in Section 2.2.3.

The valency marker -aɢan also causativizes non-agentive intransitive predi-
cates, as shown in (17). As in (16b), the causativization increases the valency from 
one to two arguments. Changes in the grammatical functions of the core argu-
ments are the same as in the causatives of agentive intransitive predicates described 
above. Notice that the argument increase is also reflected in the subject prefix. The 
intransitive predicate encodes the third person subject with the prefix ɾ-, but the 
causativized predicate requires the prefix i-.

(17) a. so qopaɢ ɾ-da-tak sawaɢat so nonot
   det tree 3intr.ii-move-prog because det wind

   ‘The tree is moving because of the wind.’
   b. so nonot i-da-aɢan-tak so qopaɢ
   det wind 3.ii-move-caus-prog det tree

   ‘The wind is moving the tree.’
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To sum up, the increase of valency in causative clauses is structurally marked by the 
addition of a new causer argument and a change in the subject encoding. Barring a 
few exceptions, the common indexing pattern is that causativized predicates require 
the transitive bound person form i- for the third person subject.

3.3 The -aɢan-aɢan combination: Antipassive + causative

So far, we have shown that the valency marker -aɢan can create either antipassive 
or causative clauses, depending on the transitivity of the verb root. In this section, 
we show that -aɢan can apply twice to transitive roots in order to create antipassive 
and causative clauses. The order in which these meanings apply, i.e. first antipas-
sive and then causative, indicates that the language imposes a syntactic restriction 
on the number of core argument per clause. This implies the existence of the NP 
density control constraint (Song 1991, 1996), a key morphosyntactic constraint 
for understanding the syncretism between antipassive and causative in Mocoví.

Consider the examples in (18), where antipassive and causative derivations are 
formed from the transitive verb -alat ‘leave’.

 (18) a. Transitive
     so yale i-alat a-so l-wa
   det man 3.ii-leave f-det 3poss.i-partner

   ‘The man left/abandoned his wife.’
  b. Antipassive

     so yale ɾ-alat-aɢan
   det man 3intr.ii-leave-antip

   ‘The man divorced.’
  c. Antipassive + P noun phrase

     *so yale ɾ-alat-aɢan a-so l-wa
   det man 3intr.ii-leave-antip f-det 3poss.i-partner

   ‘The man divorced his wife.’ / ‘The man left/abandoned his wife.’
  d. Causative

     so l-taʔa i-alat-aɢan-aɢan l-yaːle-Ø
   det 3poss.i-father 3.ii-leave-antip-caus 3poss.i-descendant-f

   ‘His father made his daughter divorce.’

In (18b) we see that -aɢan applies to the transitive root and creates an antipas-
sive clause which does not accept the former transitive P argument, as shown in 
(18c). Once the antipassive clause is formed, the stem -alataɢan is a new agentive 
intransitive verb base. As such, it is now available to build a causative clause, like 
any other non-derived intransitive activity predicates in the language. Building on 
the examples in (18), one may also predict then those transitive predicates that are 
aɢan-antipassivized will tolerate -aɢan causativization as well.
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One may wonder though why transitive predicates cannot be directly aɢan- 
causativized without being first aɢan-antipassivized. We propose that Mocoví im-
poses a systemic restriction on the number of core arguments allowed per clause. 
This structural restriction is known as NP density control and has been argued 
for other languages across the world. This term was coined by Song (1991, 1996) 
and refers to a structural restriction that keeps the number of core NP arguments 
in the morphological causative sentence from exceeding the maximum number 
of core arguments allowed by any typical non-causative (transitive) sentence. In 
Mocoví, NP density appears to be restricted to no more than two core arguments 
per transitive (or causative) clause. Building on this structural restriction, it is log-
ically evident why the morphological causativization of transitive predicates is not 
available. The morphological causativization of transitive predicates would result 
in ditransitive clauses with two core non-subject arguments, which would exceed 
the allowed number of core arguments.

The NP density control constraint in combination with the two functions of 
-aɢan, antipassive and causative, lets us understand cases like (19). We can correctly 
predict that an -aɢan causative clause cannot be created from a transitive predicate, 
as in (19b). In order to use -aɢan as a causative marker with transitive roots, the 
roots must be first intransitivized via -aɢan antipassivization, as in (19c). As we 
proposed above, this antipassivization process creates a new stem that is interpreted 
as any non-derived intransitive root ready to be -aɢan causativized.

The restriction on the number of arguments per clause and the P demotion 
from the previous -aɢan antipassivization prevent from the creation of a transi-
tive clause with more than two core arguments, e.g. subject and object. This also 
explains why the object of the formerly transitive root cannot be expressed as a 
core argument anymore. If we want to express it, two morphosyntactic strategies 
are available. One strategy is to express the patient NP as part of a new transi-
tive predicate, which creates a complex sentence with two predicates, as shown 
in (19d). Another option is to express the former P argument as an oblique, as 
illustrated in (19e).

 (19) a. Transitive
     so yale Ø-lapon-tak na lete
   det man 3.ii-pile-prog det trash

   ‘The man is piling up the trash.’
  b. Ungrammatical Causative

     *so yale Ø-lapon-aɢan-tak na lete so qaɾ-qaya
   det man 3.ii-pile-caus-prog det trash det 1pl.poss.i-brother

   ‘The man made our brother pile up the trash.’
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  c. Antipassive
     so yale Ø-lapon-aɢan-tak ke-na lete
   det man 3.ii-pile-antip-prog obl-det trash

   ‘The man is piling up the trash.’
  d. Causative from intransitive (antipassive)

     so yale Ø-lapon-aɢan-aɢan so qaɾ-qaya Ø-lapon
   det man 3.ii-pile-antip-caus det 1pl.poss.i-brother 3-pile

na lete
det trash

   ‘The man made our brother pile up, he piles up the trash.’
  e. Causative from intransitive (antipassive)

     so ñaʔko yim Ø-lapon-aɢan-aɢan ke-na lete
   det 1poss.boss 1sg 3.ii-pile-antip-caus obl-det trash

   ‘My boss made me pile up the trash.’

A reviewer pointed out that the NP density control constraint and whether a lan-
guage can form causatives from transitive predicates are not directly related issues. 
The reviewer argued that one can imagine a language where causatives could be 
created on a transitive base, but still result in the transitive form by just leaving out 
the original patient in the causative. We agree with this comment, and the reviewer’s 
point could have been valid if we did not have evidence to support the assertion that 
transitive predicates cannot be directly causativized by -aɢan no matter what crite-
ria are considered. The only options available in the language are those presented 
above in (19). Thus, transitive predicates cannot be directly -aɢan causativized. 
Furthermore, the Mocoví valency modification, where transitive predicates must 
first be intransitivized (e.g. by antipassive) before causativization applies to them, 
is not unique to this language, and has been attested elsewhere. The exact same 
system is also found in Mandinka, a Mande language from the Western branch (see 
Creissels 2015). Other examples are provided by Song (1996: 184–191), who illus-
trated the same phenomenon in Blackfoot (Algonquian), Halkomelem (Salishan) 
and Bandjalang (Australian).

Table 4 summarizes the valency modifications that have just been described for 
the suffix -aɢan. Three generalizations can be drawn from Table 4. First, the two dif-
ferent interpretations, i.e. antipassive or causative, associated with the suffix -aɢan, 
depend on the base construction (which also confirms Gualdieri’s 1998 findings). 
Antipassivization derives an intransitive activity predicate from a transitive one. 
Causativization, on the other hand, derives transitive predicates from both -aɢan 
derived and non-derived intransitive predicates which also belong to the semantic 
class of activities. Second, the antipassive-causative syncretism can be explained 
by structural and semantic motivations. Structurally, the NP density control con-
straint rules out the causative formation on transitive predicates since it would 
create transitive sentences that would exceed the two core arguments allowed per 
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transitive and transitive-like clauses. Semantically, the valency modifier -aɢan can 
be viewed as a general activity marker that highlights both the activity expressed 
by the base verb and the subject argument that is responsible for it. Such functions 
imply that the derived constructions are also associated with a backgrounding pro-
cess with regards to the base construction. The P argument is demoted (deleted or 
oblique-marked) in the antipassive, and the S argument changes to P in the causa-
tive. Patient demotion in antipassives and causer subject introduction in causatives 
represent two different ways of highlighting the activity performed by the subject 
participant. Lastly, the antipassive-causative syncretism of -aɢan illustrates another 
case of “ambivalent voice”, i.e. the use of the same marker for two seemingly oppo-
site valency functions (Malchukov, 2016, 2017). In his recent papers, Malchukov 
presents cases in which polysemic markers are associated with two opposite valency 
modifications, but the causative-antipassive polysemy is not mentioned. Mocoví 
thus represents a new type of polysemy, showing that the same marker can derive 
antipassive and causative constructions.

3.4 Other intransitive causativizers: -aɢat and -aɢat-it

As argued in Sections 3.1–3.3, the valency modifier -aɢan is largely associated 
with predicates or stems that denote activities. This is one of the properties that 
aɢan-modified predicates have in common. This section provides more evidence 
in favor of the semantic type constraint that the -aɢan valency modifier has. We 
show that non-activity predicates are causativized by two other different causa-
tive constructions, -aɢat and -aɢat-it, rather than -aɢan.9 We also show that those 

9. The sequence /-aɢat-it/ is the underlying form. Such sequence surfaces as [qatʃit] which 
results from a morphological and phonological conditioning. The morphological conditioning es-
tablishes that the suffix -aɢat appears as [-qat] when another derivational-like morpheme follows 
it, e.g. -it ‘causee’ or -aɢan ‘antip’. The phonological change [t] → [tʃ] is due to the palatalization 
process of alveolar consonants before the high vowel [i] in Mocoví.

Table 4. Valency-changing operations associated with -aɢan suffixation

Base construction Derived construction Valency modifying

Transitive Antipassive De-transitivization (valency -1)
A   P S P demotion (deleted or oblique-marked)
    A → S

Intransitive (non-derived 
and -aɢan derived)

Causative Transitivization (valency +1)

    A introduction
S A   P S → P
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causativized predicates acquire an activity aspectual reading when they are -aɢan 
antipassivized.

Besides -aɢan causatives, two other morphological causative constructions exist 
in Mocoví. One type of causative clause involves the causativizer -aɢat and is built on 
semantically diverse intransitive roots, as shown in (20). Juárez (2017) has recently 
showed that -aɢat causativized roots denote age, value, color terms, speed, physi-
cal properties, human propensity, and entity-specific change-of-state and breaking 
verbs (Beavers et al. 2017; Beavers & Koontz-Garboden 2020). Furthermore, -aɢat 
causatives involve a causee argument that may or may not be animate, which largely 
depends on the context of use. The caused event denotes a non-reversible state, 
which correlates with high affectedness of the causee argument.

 (20) Causative: -aɢat
  a. Intransitive10

     a-ñi n-qaɢanaɢki i-teɾ
   f-det 3poss.ii-chair 3.i-get/be.old 10

   ‘His/her chair is old.’
  b. Causative

     ɾaʔaːsa l-awaɢ i-teɾ-aɢat a-ñi n-qaɢanaɢki
   sun 3poss-brightness 3.ii-get/be.old-caus f-det 3poss.ii-chair

   ‘The sun’s brightness ruined his/her chair.’

Another type of causative clause is encoded by the obligatory combination -aɢat-it, 
where -aɢat encodes the causing event and -it encodes the causee argument. The 
-aɢat-it causatives are constrained by the type of intransitive predicate on which 
they are built and by the semantic properties of the subject. This type of causative 
calls for intransitive stative/change-of-state predicates involving an animate sub-
ject whose semantic role is experiencer-like, as in (21). Furthermore, this type of 
causative clause requires that the caused event is a reversible or momentary state.

 (21) Causative: -aɢat-it
  a. Intransitive

     so i-aqaya ɾ-alola
   det 1poss.i-brother 3intr.ii-get/be.sick

   ‘My brother is sick.’
  b. Causative

     so waɢayaɢ i-alola-aɢat-it so yale
   det water 3.ii-get/be.sick-caus-causee det man

   ‘The water made the man sick.’

10. In Mocoví, the aspectual difference between state and change-of-state is not marked mor-
phologically and thus the same root supports both stative and change-of-state interpretations. 
We provide these two interpretations separated by a slash ‘/’ symbol for each verb.
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Having shown the two other types of morphological causativization in Mocoví, we 
turn now to evidence showing that each type of these causative clauses can be anti-
passivized by -aɢan. The morphological and semantic changes that -aɢan triggers on 
those causativized predicates are the same as those presented earlier in Section 3.1. 
The antipassivization of -aɢat causativized predicates deletes the causee argument 
from the argument structure, and the causer corresponds to the intransitive subject 
of the antipassivized predicate. The subject is then encoded by the intransitive bound 
person form ɾ-, and the antipassivized predicate is interpreted as an activity, i.e. a 
durative, unbounded and dynamic event. Compare the examples in (22).

(22) a. i-awiɡ
   3.i-get.burn

   ‘He/she/it gets burn.’
   b. i-awiɡ-aɢat
   3.ii-get.burn-caus

   ‘He/she/it burns him/her/it.’
   c. ɾ-awiɡ-aɢat-aɢan
   3intr.ii-get.burn-caus-antip

   ‘He/she burns.’

Likewise, -aɢat-it causativized predicates can also be antipassivized by -aɢan. 
Antipassivization triggers changes in the morphological encoding of the causer 
and causee. The causee marking -it is deleted by the -aɢan antipassivizer, which is 
an additional proof of the valency reduction, and the causer subject is encoded by 
the 3rd person intransitive bound person form ɾ-, as in (23c).

(23) a. i-sot
   3.i-get/be.tired

   ‘He/she is tired.’
   b. i-sot-aɢat-it
   3.ii-get/be.tired-caus-causee

   ‘He/she tired him/her.’
   c. ɾ-sot-aɢat-aɢan
   3intr.ii-get/be.tired-caus-antip

   ‘He/she/it causes tiredness.’     (from Buckwalter 1995: 173)

As seen above, antipassivization and causativization can be combined in two dif-
ferent ways in Mocoví. Non-active intransitive verbs must first be causativized via 
-aɢat in order to be antipassivized via -aɢan. Active transitive verbs, on the other 
hand, are first antipassivized by -aɢan in order to be causativized by -aɢan. The 
former voice combination results in an antipassive construction from the antipas-
sivization of an -aɢat derived causative. The latter voice combination results in a 
causative construction from the causativization of an -aɢan derived antipassive.
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4. The -aɢan formation and its evolution

In this section, we deal with the formation of the valency modifier -aɢan, which 
explains the synchronic functions that have been described above in Section 3. We 
propose that -aɢan comes from a double derivation in which the nominalizer suffix 
-aɢa is combined with the verbalizer suffix -n, as shown in (24).

 (24) Mocoví -aɢan valency modifier formation
   nominalization -aɢa + verbalization -n > antipassive -aɢan
    > causative -aɢan

This analysis of -aɢan formation is supported by Mocoví internal data as well as 
comparative data from other Guaycuruan languages. In Sections 4.1. and 4.2 we 
first present the individual functions of -aɢa and -n. We then turn to the mor-
phosyntactic scenario that might have given rise to such a verbal marker and its 
plausible evolution in Section 4.3. Lastly, Section 5 complements our analysis by 
looking at studies that have also argued for the creation of antipassive voice markers 
via double derivation, namely nominalization + verbalization, from other unrelated 
languages across the world (Fortescue 1996; Fortescue Jacobson & Kaplan 2010; 
Creissels 2012; Jacques 2014).

4.1 The nominalizer -aɢa

Let us first start with the function of the suffix -aɢa in Mocoví. This suffix turns 
an intransitive verb into a noun. The intransitive base verb is commonly a state/
change-of-state verb, as in (25a) and (26a). The -aɢa nominalizations in (25b) and 
(26b) thus correspond to a state/change-of-state nominalization.

(25) a. ayim s-alola
   1sg 1.ii-get/be.sick

   ‘I’m sick.’
   b. ayim we ɾa i-alola-aɢa
   1sg exist det 1poss.i-get/be.sick-nmlz

   ‘I’m sick.’ (Lit. ‘I have/exist my sickness.’)

(26) a. i-aneɡ-se-k ɾ-oyaːpi
   1poss.i-plant-noml.cl-m 3intr.ii-wilt

   ‘My sowing wilted.’
   b. waloɢ l-oyaːpi-aɢa
   cotton 3poss.i-wilt-nmlz

   ‘the wilting of cotton’
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The examples in (25) and (26) show that the -aɢa nominalization changes the 
encoding of the participant involved in the state/change-of-state denoted by the 
base verb. For example, in (25a) the 1st person participant is encoded by the verbal 
bound person form s-, while in (25b) it is encoded by the nominal bound person 
form i-. This change in the encoding of the single participant of the intransitive 
base verb from subject to possessor is another indication that the base verb has 
been nominalized. The nominal status of the derived unit is also supported in 
(25b) by the presence of the nominal determiner ɾa before the -aɢa nominalization. 
Furthermore, the nominalized predicate acquires the typical nominal function as 
the possessed argument in possessive constructions with the existential ʔwe. Lastly, 
note that -aɢa nominals can also occur as the head of a nominal phrase, as in (26b).

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, -aɢa nominalizes only intran-
sitive predicates. This property of -aɢa has also been noticed in previous work 
on the language. Gualdieri (1998: 150–152), for example, provided a short list of 
aɢa-nominalized roots in which all verbs are intransitives. Some examples are listed 
in (27)–(29).11

(27) a. ayim s-saʎi
   1sg 1.ii-get/be.heavy/slow

   ‘I’m heavy, slow.’
   b. i-saʎi-aɢa
   1poss.i-get/be.heavy/slow-nmlz

   ‘my weight’  (adapted from Gualdieri 1998: 151)

(28) a. ɾ-qopi
   3intr.ii-get/be hurt

   ‘He/she hurts himself/herself.’
   b. l-qopi-aɢa
   3poss.i-get/be.hurt-nmlz

   ‘his/her wound.’  (adapted from Gualdieri 1998: 151)

(29) a. so lawa ɾ-aʃiwi
   det soil 3intr.ii-get/be.dry

   ‘The soil is dry.’
   b. n-aʃiwi-aɢa
   ind.poss.i-get/be.dry-nmlz

   ‘the drought.’  (adapted from Gualdieri 1998: 151)

11. The verbal examples come from Juárez’s fieldwork and nominalization examples come from 
Gualdieri (1998).
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These examples reinforce the pattern observed before with regards to the semantic 
type of -aɢa nominalized predicates. The nominalized intransitive base verbs are 
part of the state/change-of-state class. Furthermore, we see that -aɢa nominaliza-
tion requires the original participant of the intransitive base verb to be encoded as 
the possessor not as the intransitive subject. This modified encoding of the posses-
sor is obligatory and thus must be expressed even when the possessor is unknown 
or less referential. In the latter case, the possessor is encoded by the indefinite 
possessor marker n-, as in (29b).

The general pattern then is that -aɢa nominalization is constrained by the 
transitivity (i.e intransitive) and the semantic class (i.e. state/change-of-state) of 
the predicates with which it occurs. Another important point is that -aɢa nomi-
nalizations obligatorily entail a single participant, which changes from subject to 
possessor in the nominal creation process.

4.2 The verbalizer -n and its verbal source

Let us turn now to the analysis of the suffix -n. Synchronic data suggest that -n 
might be traced back to a verbal source associated with the meaning ‘make’, which 
over the time has been reanalyzed as a denominal verbalizer in Mocoví. Evidence 
from Mocoví and other Guaycuruan languages (specifically Chaco Toba, Western 
Formosa Toba and Pilagá) points in this direction. We first introduce the function 
of -n in Mocoví and then discuss its use in other Guaycuruan languages.

In Mocoví, the suffix -n is used as a verbalizer that creates transitive verbs from 
nouns or noun-like roots. In all the following examples, the (b) example shows 
the presence of two arguments, confirming that the denominal verb created via 
-n suffixation is transitive. These transitive verbs can be created from prototypical 
nouns, as in (30)–(31), as well as from roots that convey nominal and adverbial 
meanings, as in (32).

(30) a. l-otawa
   3poss.i-helper

   ‘his/her helper’
   b. so i-taʔa i-otawa-n so i-aqaya
   det 1poss.i-father 3.ii-helper-vblz det 1poss.i-brother

   ‘My father helped my brother.’

(31) a. n-ataɾ
   ind.poss.i-medicine

   ‘someone’s medicine’ or ‘medicine’
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   b. yim n-ataɾ-n
   1sg 3.iii-medicine-vblz

   ‘He/she cured me.’

(32) a. lapo
   pile

   ‘pile/a lot of ’  (Buckwalter 1995: 37)
   b. so yale Ø-lapo-n-tak na lete
   det man 3.ii-pile-vblz-prog det trash

   ‘The man is piling up the trash.’

To our knowledge, Mocoví does not currently have a formally related independent 
verb meaning ‘make’ or ‘do’, which might lead us to believe that the verbalizer actu-
ally comes from a verb. The current Mocoví verb for ‘make’ is -oʔwet, as in i-oʔwet 
l-oleɾ (3.ii-make 3poss.i-fire) ‘He/she makes fire’, which corresponds to the entry 
yo’uet ‘He/she makes it’ in Buckwalter’s (1995: 228) Mocoví vocabulary. However, 
data from other Guaycuruan languages support the development of -n in Mocoví 
from an independent verb of action, e.g. ‘make’ or ‘do’, which have become a ver-
balizer suffix in this language but not in all other Guaycuruan languages.

In Chaco Toba, the closest Guaycuruan language to Mocoví spoken in Chaco, 
we find the suffix -n functioning as a verbalizer but also as a causativizer. The use 
of the suffix -n as a verbalizer that creates transitive verbs from nominal bases in 
Chaco Toba is illustrated in (33) from Censabella (2008). The verbalizer use of -n 
in Chaco Toba is identical to its use in Mocoví, as shown in (30)–(32) above.

 (33) Chaco Toba  (Censabella 2008: 108)
   a. na-pishi
   ind.poss-cloth.strainer

   ‘somebody’s strainer’
   b. na-pishi-n
   3mid-cloth.strainer-vblz

   ‘He filters it.’

However, unlike in Mocoví, the suffix -n is also used in Chaco Toba with verbal 
bases as a causativizer. Censabella (2008: 107) has reported the suffix -n as a direct 
causation marker that occurs with what she calls active and inactive intransitive 
roots, as in (34) and (35).
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 (34) Chaco Toba  (adapted from Censabella 2008: 107)
   a. ɾ-alemata
   3ia-angry

   ‘He is angry.’
   b. y-alemata-n
   3ia-angry-caus

   ‘He angers (him/her).’

 (35) Chaco Toba  (adapted from Censabella 2008: 107)
   a. ɾ-koʔo
   3ia-give.birth

   ‘She gives birth.’
   b. i-koʔo-n
   3t-give.birth-caus

   ‘He/she rears (him/her).’

Clearly, the difference between the use of -n as a verbalizer (33) or as a causativizer 
(34)–(35) depends on the base to which the suffix is attached. If -n is attached to 
a noun, it creates a transitive verb having a causative meaning ‘cause/make X’, i.e. 
an action causing to be/do X, where X is the base noun. But if -n is attached to a 
verb, it functions as a causativizer increasing the valency of the intransitive base 
verb by adding a new causer participant as the subject. Unlike Chaco Toba, the 
suffix -n does not function as a causativizer in Mocoví as it does not attach directly 
to verbal bases in this language. Despite their differences, all uses of the suffix -n 
in Mocoví and in Chaco Toba clearly share a causative meaning, and this meaning 
may be due to the morpheme’s origin as an independent verb of action ‘make’ or 
‘do’. Stronger evidence to this point comes from the northernmost Guaycuruan 
languages in Argentina.

In Western Formosa Toba, for example, we find the verb -en ‘make’, which is 
formally similar to the suffix -n in Mocoví and Chaco Toba. Carpio (2012) has re-
ported that -en functions as the main verb of periphrastic causative constructions, 
as illustrated in (36) and (37). The verb -en ‘make’ introduces the causing event, 
which can be followed by either an intransitive (36) or transitive (37) predicate, 
denoting the caused event.

 (36) Western Formosa Toba  (Carpio 2012: 141)
   a. ˈniyaq qaˈqata
   fish dry

   ‘The fish dries.’
   b. ˈdaʔ-me Ø-en qaˈqata ˈniyaq
   dstn-endop 3.i-make dry fish

   ‘He makes the fish dry.’ / ‘He dried the fish.’
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 (37) Western Formosa Toba  (Carpio 2012: 141)
   a. ñi noɢotoˈle-k y-awana haʔ ˈawto
   dsit girl-m 3i-find dgng.f car

   ‘The boy found the car.’
   b. ha-ñiʔ-me l-atʔe Ø-en y-awaˈna haʔ ˈawto
   f-dsit-endop 3poss.inal-mother 3i-make 3-find dgng.f car

   ‘The mother made (him/her?) find the car.’12

Like Western Formosa Toba, Pilagá, another Guaycuruan language spoken in 
Formosa, also has the verb -’en ‘make’, which can be part of periphrastic causative 
constructions as well. According to Vidal (2001: 362–364), the causative verb -en 
in Pilagá creates causative clauses from intransitive and transitive predicates, i.e. 
the caused event can be either intransitive or transitive as in (38)–(39).

 (38) Pilagá  (adapted from Vidal 2001: 362)
   a. p’e na’ noɢop
   hot clf.prox water

   ‘The water is hot.’
   b. María Ø-’en p’e na’ noɢop
   María setA.3-make hot clf.prox water

   ‘María made the water hot.’ (= María boiled the water)

 (39) Pilagá  (adapted from Vidal 2001: 363–364)
   a. awa-lema-tay-a so’ ad-wa
   setA.2-get.angry-asp-obj.sg clf poss.2-fellow/spouse

   ‘You got angry at your fellow (or spouse).’
   b. s-’en awa-lema-tay-a so’ ad-wa
   setA.1-make setA.2-get.angry-asp-obj.sg clf poss.2-fellow/spouse

   ‘I made you get angry at your fellow (or spouse).’

Based on the data presented above, we can confidently argue that the Mocoví ver-
balizer -n comes from an independent verb with the meaning of ‘make’. Besides the 
synchronic data we just described, our claim also finds support from reconstruction 
works on Proto-Guaycurú. Some previous works have proposed proto-forms for 
the verb ‘make’, which show similarities to the synchronic use in some Guaycuruan 
languages like Western Toba and Pilagá. For example, Ceria and Sandalo (1995) 
have reconstructed the form in (40) for Proto-Guaycurú.

12. The parenthesis for the translation of this example was added. Carpio does not include the 
subject of the caused event (that is, the causee) in her translation and did not mention if it is 
possible to have it with causativized transitive events. This might suggest the presence of the NP 
density control in this Toba variety as well.
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 (40) Proto-form of ‘make’  (Ceria & Sandalo 1995: 185)
  *u(e)n ‘make’

Another reconstruction for the verb ‘make’ was recently given by Viegas Barros 
(2013), who proposed (41).

 (41) Proto-form of ‘make’  (Viegas Barros 2013: 213)
  *ʔoen ‘make’

Building on these comparative and reconstructive data, the evolution of -n from a 
lexical verb ‘make’ is highly plausible. These data further show different evolution-
ary steps from the old verb of action ‘make’ in the Guaycuruan family. On the one 
hand, Western Formosa Toba and Pilagá have retained the independent verb related 
to the proto-form of ‘make’. Chaco Toba and Mocoví, on the other hand, have gone 
through the grammaticalization of this independent verb, involving its phonetic 
erosion to -n and the acquisition of additional grammatical meanings. Moreover, 
those languages that kept the independent verb use it as a causative verb in peri-
phrastic causative constructions, while in languages with the suffix -n, this suffix 
can only be used as a causative verbalizer from nominal bases (Mocoví) or also as 
a causativizer from intransitive verb bases (Chaco Toba). These different evolutions 
are all instances of the well-known DO/MAKE > CAUSATIVE grammaticalization 
(Heine & Kuteva 2002: 117–118).

4.3 The -aɢan evolutionary scenario

So far, we have focused on identifying the independent functions that each compo-
nent of the valency modifier -aɢan has, and we have proposed the lexical source for 
the suffix -n. We have argued that -aɢa corresponds to a nominalizer of intransitive 
verbs and that -n corresponds to a transitive denominal verbalizer, which comes 
from an old independent verb ‘make’. The next issue we would like to address is how 
the -aɢan antipassive/causative syncretism has risen in Mocoví. Here we provide a 
plausible evolutionary scenario.

Through investigation of the meanings that -aɢa and -n have in Mocoví, we 
have seen that uses of the valency modifier -aɢan can be interpreted as -n ver-
balizations of aɢa-nominalized intransitive verbs. Ideally, the input for the whole 
construction was an intransitive predicate with an active participant, as in (42).

(42) S   V
  ka l-ya:le-k Ø-ʎip
  det 3poss.i-descendant-masc 3.i-suck

  ‘His/her son sucks.’
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The -aɢa + -n double derivation works as follows. The -aɢa nominalizer changes the 
intransitive base verb into a deverbal noun. The -n verbalizing process then changes 
this deverbal noun into an active transitive verb, as in (43). This use of -aɢa + -n 
makes sense since -aɢa is restricted to intransitive verbs and the -n verbalization 
creates transitive verbs, as argued in the previous sections.

(43) A   a-[intransitive 
verb-nmlz]-vblz

P

  ka n-ateʔe i-[ʎip-aɢa]-n ka l-ya:le-k
  det ind.poss.i-mother 3.ii-suck-nmlz-vblz det 3poss.i-descendant-masc

  ‘The mother suckles her son.’
  ‘The mother makes her son suck.’ (Lit. ‘The mother sucking-makes her son.’)

The combination -aɢa + -n is then reanalyzed as a single marker -aɢan, functioning 
as a causativizer of intransitive verbs. That is, a valency-increasing suffix which adds 
a causer as the new subject of the derived transitive predicate. Such a reanalysis is 
presented in (44).

(44) A   a-[intransitive 
verb]-caus

P

  ka n-ateʔe i-[ʎip]-aɢan ka l-ya:le-k
  det ind.poss-mother 3.ii-suck-caus det 3poss.i-descendant-masc

  ‘The mother suckles her son.’/‘The mother makes her son suck.’

After this reanalysis, the new suffix -aɢan extends its use to transitive verbs. In the 
context of transitive verbs, the NP density control constraint rules out the addi-
tion of a new argument as subject and the possibility of forming a causative from 
transitive roots. The derived construction is thus reanalyzed as an antipassive with 
a deleted P argument, as suggested in (45). Remember that the P demotion in 
cases like (45) can be achieved through two morphosyntactic strategies, argument 
deletion or oblique marking.

(45) S   s-transitive verb-antip
  so pyoq ɾ-ta-aɢan
  det dog 3intr.ii-sniff-antip

  ‘The dog sniffs.’ (Lit. ‘The dog makes sniffing.’)

The reanalysis from causative to antipassive in Mocoví is thus a side effect of the 
NP density control constraint and it is triggered by the semantic properties shared 
between antipassives and causatives. Semantically, both valency constructions are 
associated with the activity of the subject and involve an argument backgrounding 
process with regards to the base construction. Indeed, in the causative, the original 
S changes to P, whereas in the antipassive the original P is deleted or expressed 
as oblique.
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Once the two functions of -aɢan are part of Mocoví grammar, the distinc-
tion between antipassive and causative is made based on the base verb: if the base 
verb is intransitive, the derived -aɢan construction is causative; if the base verb is 
transitive, the derived -aɢan construction is antipassive. The syncretism between 
causative and antipassive is now established.

5. The origin of causative and antipassive markers beyond Mocoví

Our proposal for the development of the valency modifier -aɢan in Mocoví is also 
supported by studies that have addressed the origin of causative and antipassive 
markers in other languages. This section summarizes the main arguments from 
some of these studies.

First of all, it is well known, mainly from studies on grammaticalization, that 
the activity verb ‘make, do’ is a common origin of causative markers (Heine & 
Kuteva 2002: 117–118, Section 4.2). Although cross-linguistically less common, 
‘make’ or ‘do’ verbs have also been attested as sources of antipassive markers.

Scholars have reported that antipassive markers can come from the grammat-
icalization of antipassive periphrases having the verb ‘make’ or ‘get’ (Fortescue 
1996; Fortescue et al. 2010; Creissels 2012). Creissels (2012), for instance, argues 
that the antipassive suffix -ndì in Soninke (West Mande) comes etymologically 
from the verb *tin ‘do’. He proposed that the context of grammaticalization was 
an antipassive construction comparable to French periphrasis faire des achats (‘do 
shopping’, lit. ‘do some buying’) where the verb faire ‘do’ is combined with an action 
nominalization from the transitive verb acheter (‘buy’). West Greenlandic anti-
passive markers originated from the same type of construction as in Soninke but 
their formation was relatively more elaborate. Fortescue et al. (2010) have shown 
that West Greenlandic has three antipassive affixes (-(s)i-, -nnig- and -ller-) that 
are derived by combining nominalizing or participial suffixes with three different 
verbal bound stems meaning ‘make, become’ (Fortescue et al. 2010: 438, 447), ‘get’ 
(Fortescue et al. 2010: 457, 459) and ‘provide with’ (Fortescue et al. 2010: 442, 451, 
459), respectively.

More recently, Jacques (2014) has argued for a related pathway of grammati-
calization for the antipassive markers in Japhug Rgyalrong (Sino-Tibetan, China). 
He has shown that the combination of an action nominalizer and a verbalizing 
marker can be the mechanism for creating not only antipassive but also causative 
and applicative markers. This previously unreported origin of voice markers shows 
that voice markers can be formed through double derivation, as illustrated in (46). 
Specifically, this double derivation includes the nominalization of a verb and then 
a denominal derivation, which changes the nominalized stem into a verb.
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 (46) nominalization + denominal derivation > voice derivation

The two derivational processes that have created the antipassive marker and the 
applicative/causative marker in Japhug are as in (47) and (48).

 (47) action nominalization of transitive verb + intransitive denominal 
derivation > antipassive

 (48) action nominalization of intransitive verb + transitive denominal 
derivation > applicative/causative

In the combination in (47), a transitive verb is first nominalized into an action 
nominal, and this action nominal is then turned into a verb by a denominal con-
struction deriving intransitive verbs. The resulting marker (historically, nominalizer 
+ verbalizer) functions then as an antipassive marker. In the combination in (48), 
an intransitive verb is first nominalized into an action nominal, and the action 
nominal is then turned into a verb by a denominal construction deriving transi-
tive verbs. The resulting marker functions as a causative or applicative marker. As 
Jacques (2014: 22) pointed out, “the reason for this derivation in two steps is that 
action nominalization first neutralizes the original transitivity of the verb root, and 
a new transitivity value is allocated by a specific denominal derivation.” So, what 
has been proposed by Jacques (2014: 21) is that “languages with rich denominal 
derivation systems have the possibility of creating new voice markers by combining 
the appropriate nominalized form with a denominal marker”.

The formation of the Mocoví valency modifier -aɢan fits well into this back-
ground of voice marker development. The salient property of Mocoví -aɢan is 
that the same marker serves as both a causative and antipassive marker, and that a 
single origin can be argued for it. This evolution is logical when the semantic and 
structural properties in which -aɢan is used are considered. The valency marker 
began as a composite suffix that was first reanalyzed as a single unit and then used 
as a causative marker of intransitive verbs. The syntactic restriction on the number 
of core arguments per clause ruled out the possibility of having a morphological 
causative derived from a transitive base verb. Consequently, the extension from 
causative to antipassive was allowed and favored by the two shared semantic fea-
tures, i.e. the activity of the subject and the argument backgrounding process with 
regards to the base construction.
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6. Conclusions

In this article, we have proposed an explanation for the antipassive-causative syn-
cretism morphologically marked by the valency modifier -aɢan in Mocoví. Both 
-aɢan synchronic functions were explained by looking at the -aɢan formation and 
its plausible evolution that gave rise to such a syncretism.

We have claimed that both -aɢan antipassive and causative concentrate on the 
subject activity and involve the backgrounding of an argument. Antipassives are 
built on non-derived and derived transitive (i.e. derived by the -aɢat causative) 
predicates and involve a P argument that is either deleted or oblique-marked. As 
a consequence of antipassivization, -aɢan derived predicates denote events that 
are seen as unbounded, durative and dynamic (i.e. activities). Causatives, on the 
other hand, are built on non-derived and aɢan-derived intransitive clauses and 
involve the addition of a new A argument with the consequent backgrounding 
of the original S argument to P. Like antipassives, -aɢan causatives denote caused 
activities. The shared components between antipassives and causatives work in 
tandem with the syntactic constraint of having only two core arguments per derived 
and non-derived transitive clauses.

The semantics associated with -aɢan and its double functionality can be log-
ically explained by considering the elements that are part of it, i.e. -aɢa and -n. 
Like other valency changing markers across languages (e.g. passives, causatives 
and applicatives), the Mocoví -aɢan originated from a double derivation involving 
the -aɢa state/change-of-state nominalization and the -n transitive verbalization 
afterwards. The -aɢa nominalization, exclusively related to intransitive predicates, 
creates a nominal constituent entailing a single participant. The -n verbalizer, which 
comes from an activity verb ‘make’ or ‘do’, provides a transitive argument struc-
ture to the previously nominalized predicate. It introduces a new A argument and 
causes the nominalization participant to be interpreted as the causee of a causative 
construction. Because the language imposes a constraint on the number of core 
arguments per transitive clause, the antipassive reanalysis is possible based on the 
features shared by the antipassive and the causative.

This study has interesting implications regarding Mocoví description and the 
typology of syncretic valency markers. In future work on Mocoví, it is worth ex-
ploring whether the causative marker -aɢat also comes from a double derivation, 
i.e. -aɢa + -t, as has been argued for -aɢan, and if the unit -t also has a verbal origin. 
With regards to typology, the antipassive-causative syncretism of -aɢan expands 
our understanding of “ambivalent voice markers” recently proposed by Malchukov 
(2016, 2017), by showing that the same marker can perform antipassive and caus-
ative functions, as -aɢan does.
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Abbreviations and symbols

The glosses follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules, additional abbreviations are as follows:

i Set I bound person form ia agentive intransitive event
agt agentive iposs indeterminate possessor
aln alienable lex lexical
causee causee argument mid middle
cl class noml nominal
dim diminutive poss possessor
dpa demonstrative ‘standing’ rg restricted group
endop endophoric sit sitting
exst existential vblz verbalizer
gng going vm valency modifier
horiz horizontal
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